A pragmatic approach to structure based calculation of coupled proton and electron transfer in proteins.
The coupled motion of electrons and protons occurs in many proteins. Using appropriate tools for calculation, the three-dimensional protein structure can show how each protein modulates the observed electron and proton transfer reactions. Some of the assumptions and limitations involved in calculations that rely on continuum electrostatics to calculate the energy of charges in proteins are outlined. Approaches that mix molecular mechanics and continuum electrostatics are described. Three examples of the analysis of reactions in photosynthetic reaction centers are given: comparison of the electrochemistry of hemes in different sites; analysis of the role of the protein in stabilizing the early charge separated state in photosynthesis; and calculation of the proton uptake and protein motion coupled to the electron transfer from the primary (Q(A)) to secondary (Q(B)) quinone. Different mechanisms for stabilizing intra-protein charged cofactors are highlighted in each reaction.